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St. Cecilia’s Public School hostedan inter-school competition–Atulya Bharat in the later half of August, 2021. The 

competition was organized to emphasize on the inculcation of patriotic and nationalist spirit in the young minds 

on the occasion of 75th Independence Day.  

The grand event included competitions like Mime-O-Mania, Jhankar, Go Swadesi, etc. It saw the participation of 

twenty-seven schools with more than two hundred talented students coming forward to showcase their love for 

the country in innovative ways. The submissions were fascinating. There was also one live event – Abhivyakti. 

Participants recited poems in it with great fervour and energy.  

During the Online Valedictory Function on 14.09.2021, teachers and students from twenty-seven schools were 

present. Itbegan with the presentation of the lighting of the lamp. Even during pandemic time, students sang a 

prayer and a motivational songfrom their homes and created a beautiful visual presentation of it which was shown 

in the function. It was followed by another video of the glimpses of submissions received for numerous 

competitions. It was a beautiful amalgamation of talent, hard work, enthusiasm and creativity. Thereafter, Madam 

Principal’s message was read out. Ma’am expressed her whole-hearted gratitude to each one of them for 

contributing in the special event and focused on the importance of patriotism in our hearts. Ma’am’s message was 

concluded with good luck wishes to students for their future endeavours. Subsequently, the much-awaited prize 

announcement ceremony began. Everyone was excited to hear the results. Names of all the prize winners in 

different competitions were announced. All the participants were congratulated for their wonderful pioneering 

ideas manifested in the form of videos, dance presentations, collages, mimes, etc.  

The Ceremony culminated with a vote of thanks wherein the combined efforts of so many people were 

appreciated that made Atulya Bharat a grand success.A generous thank you to all the participating schools, 

Respected Principals, teachers and students who became a part of the prestigious event.   


